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1) Attempt any One question from each Sections A, B' C & D.

2\ Section - E is CompulsorY.

3) Use of Non-programmable scientific calculator is allowed.

Section - A
(1x10-10)

Ql) (a) Let A and B be sets, then (AnB) u (AnB"):A.
(b) A town has population of 60,000. Out it 32,000 read 'The Hindustan

Times'paper and 35,000 read 'Times of India'paper, while 7,500 both

the newspapers. Indicate how many read neither The Hindustan Times

not Times of India.

Q2) Prove that every equivalence relation on a set generates a unique partition of

the set. The blocks of this partition corespond to the R-equivalence classes.

Section - B

Q3) (a) Prove by using induction that if n:1, then
(n+1) ! -1 .

(b) Prove (p nq)-+ pv q isatautologybut (p v q)+(p nq) isnot.

Q4) (a) Let M(x) be 'ox is a mammal". LetA(x) be "x is an animal" and let W(x)

be o'x is warm blooded"
(1) Translate into formula : Every mammal is warm blooded.

(iD Translate into English : (lx) [A(x)n - M (x)].

(b) Prove by construction of truth tables that
- (p -+ e)= - (- pv q) - pn- q. vnuw.allsubjects,ilrc,ru.cc;-n
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Q6) (a) Find the inverse of the matrix A:l' r ' 
| . Also determine its rank.

[r 3 4)

(b) Prove that inverse ofnon-singular symmetric matrix is symmetric.

Section - C www'allsublects4you'c'im

(1 x  10:  I0)

Q5) Solve the following system of equations by Gauss elimination method :
xr1-2xr 4 3xl I  4xa: 10
7x, -l lOx, * 5x, + 2xo: 40
13x,  + 6xr+ 2t r -  3xo:34
1lx ,  *  l4xr+ 8* ,  -  xo:64

Section - D
(1x10-10)

Q7) (a) Define Euler graph. Prove that a connected graph G is an Euler graph if
and only if all the vertices of G are of even degree.

(b) Define a bipartite graph. Prove that a graph is bipartite if and only if it
contains no circuit of odd lengths.

QS) (a) Define planar graph. Prove that the graph k, is not planar.
(b) Describe an algorithm for finding shortest path.

Section - E
(10x2=20)

Qe)
a) What do you mean by equivalent sets?
b) State De-Morgan's law.
c) Define complement of a set.
d) What is meant by domain and range of a relation?
e) Let X:{1,2}, R:{( l  , l ) ,  (2,1),  (2,2)},  S :  {(1,2),  (2,1),  (2,2)}.  Veri fu

that (SoR)-r : R-ros-r'

0 Construct a truth table for pl., - p .
g) Use universal quantifiers to state that the sum of two rational numbers

is rational.
h) What do you understand by the term rank of a matrix?

D Does the inverse of a square matrix always exist? If yes, prove the
statement and ifnot state the condition underwhich the inverse of square
matrix exists.

) What is a simple graph? Give an example.
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